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FASHION KNITS: FIT THEN SEW 
 

NOTE: Fitting is done with tissue over your undergarments (Bra). I can fit over a 
close fitting SLEEVELESS camisole if you prefer. 
 

Supply list 
 

▪ A top pattern. Choose your size by measuring your high bust and substitute that for the 
bust measurement on the pattern. You will learn how to increase the bust If needed. 
Feel free to contact me for size advice. A few suggestions are: McCalls M6964, M6963, 
M7059. 

 
Measure like this: 

 

▪ Palmer/Pletsch “Perfect Pattern Paper”.  1/8” gridded tissue matches the weight of the 
pattern tissue. Available at Pacific Fabrics. Non-woven “pattern tracing material”, such 
as “Swedish tracing paper” will not work for tissue fitting. 

 

▪ 18” X 2” clear plastic flexible ruler with 1/8” grid markings such as a “quilt and sew” 
ruler 

 

▪ tape measure, seam gauge, seam ripper, washout fabric marking pen (Frixion pens may 
work on some knits). 

 

▪ Ink pen or soft lead colored pencils (the type used for drawing on paper) for marking 
tissue, 2 colors, as you must be able to see it on the pattern tissue (no felt tips). 

 

▪ 1 3/8” fine glass-head pins. A magnetic pin cushion is a real time saver. (do not use 
“Quilting” or large headed pins) 
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▪ Fabric shears for fabric and regular scissors for trimming tissue pattern  
 

▪ Cardboard fold-up cutting board with grid markings i.e. “Super Board” (used to hold the 
pattern flat for altering). 

 

▪ Fabric for your top, pre-washed. Good choices are medium weight cotton/lycra or poly 
lycra knit, ITY knit, lightweight Ponte. Also more challenging fabrics are Bamboo, rayon, 
or lyocell (slippery to handle).  

▪  Long staple polyester thread (Mettler brand) to match or coordinate with fabric. 

▪ “Stay tape” to stabilize shoulder seam. Can also use twill tape or strip of fusible 

interfacing. 

▪ Use a “STRETCH” needle in your sewing machine, size 75 or 90. Optional, a stretch twin 

needle for the hem. 

▪ ½” wide ‘Steam-a-Seam” paper backed fusible web 

▪ A sewing machine in good working order, don’t forget power cord and foot petal, and 
extra bobbins.  Classroom sewing machines are available for you to use if you don’t 
want to bring your own.   

 
We will take a ½ hour lunch break. You may bring a lunch or purchase one nearby. 
 

 

Please call or email me with any questions. 425-466-6150. n-seifert192@comcast.net 


